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Maritime area detection technology applies equipment such as high-orbit
satellites, gateway ships and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles to detection. In this
scenario, real-time uploading and analysis of maritime data is crucial. In the
existing scenario, UAV data are gathered to the gateway ship and uploaded to the
shore-based cloud via the high-orbit satellite, because the communication
distance of the high-orbit satellite is far, and when the uploaded data volume
is large or the access to the equipment increases, the propagation delay of the
uploading of the data from the gateway ship to the satellite and the forwarding of
the data from the satellite to the shore-based cloud is longer, and the processing
delay of the shore-based cloud is increased, and the efficiency of the data
transmission and communication will be affected as well. Aiming at the
problem of increasing delay caused by communication limitations in maritime
area detection, this paper proposes a maritime area detection scheme based on
cloud-side collaboration. The scheme solves the problem of communication
limitation from the following two aspects. First, the edge computing nodes are
deployed on the ship side of the gateway, and the optimal offloading ratio is
sought through game theory to offload a part of the tasks from the center cloud
to the edge cloud for processing, which improves the efficiency of processing
data and thus reduces the data transmission latency and data processing delay.
Secondly, low-orbit (LEO) satellites are introduced to provide communication
services, because low-orbit satellites have low orbital altitude and short
propagation delay, which can transmit the data at the gateway ship to the
shore-based cloud more quickly and improve the data transmission efficiency.
Finally, it is also verified by designing experiments that the proposed scheme
adopts the optimal offloading ratio and has a lower total delay than the original
scheme, thus proving the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
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1 Introduction

Timely mastery of the enemy’s accurate real-time military intelligence is the key to the
navy’s military decision-making. UAV-based sea area detection technology has the
advantages of wide detection area, high real-time intelligence acquisition, low detection
cost, etc., which can comprehensively enhance the navy’s ability to detect the sea area, and
the technology has been widely used in sea area detection [1, 2].

The maritime area detection mission requires the shore-based cloud to send the
maritime area target detection mission to the gateway ship through high-orbit satellite
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communication, and the UAV-carrying gateway ship receives the
mission instruction and then sends the UAV to detect the
formulated area at sea [3, 4]. The UAV arrives at the designated
position and altitude to carry out the detection and returns the
detection data, including video, infrared images, radar detection
signals, and data collected by the mounted sensor equipment, etc.,
and each UAV has a fixed collection frequency. Among them, ultra-
short wave communication is used between the gateway ship and the
UAV. The gateway ship summarizes the data collected by the
drones, after which the data is transmitted back to the shore-
based cloud center via satellite for data processing, and the
powerful arithmetic capability of the cloud center is used to
realize functions such as pattern recognition and trend prediction
[5]. Through the above process, the UAV can quickly and efficiently
complete the detection task, provide timely decision support for the
command center, and assist the commander in quickly carrying out
the subsequent task arrangement [6].

Currently, high-orbit satellite communication is used between
the gateway ship and the shore-based cloud terminal [7]. However,
as high-orbit satellites are far from the ground, they need to
overcome a large spatial distance when transmitting data,
resulting in long propagation delays for the uploading of data
from the gateway ship to the satellite and for the forwarding of
data from the satellite to the shore-based cloud. This may reduce the
real-time nature of the data, which in turn affects the decision-
making ability of the command center. Second, the current
communication scheme needs to upload all the data collected by
the UAVs pooled by the gateway ship via satellite to the shore-based
cloud for processing. If the amount of data to be uploaded is large, it
will increase the transmission delay of data uploading, which
increases the pressure on the network bandwidth, making the
utilization of limited network resources somewhat challenged,
and the data may face the risk of being intercepted or tampered
with in the transmission process. This may affect the decision-
making efficiency of the command center and the security of the
transmitted data. In addition, the efficiency of data transmission and
communication may also be affected in the case of increased access
to devices. In addition, when uploading data from gateway ships to
satellites and forwarding data from satellites to shore-based clouds,
the communication bandwidth of high-orbit satellites is relatively
limited, and especially when processing a large amount of data,
transmission bottlenecks may be encountered, which affects the
speed and stability of data transmission. Based on the above, the use
of high-orbit satellites for maritime area explorationmissions, where
a large amount of data is transmitted from the gateway ship via the
high-orbit satellites to the shore-based cloud for complex processing
and analysis, affects the temporal complexity and spatial complexity
of the data processed by the shore-based cloud and affects the
effectiveness and validity of the data.

In this paper, we have conducted an in-depth study on the
maritime area detection scheme and proposed a cloud-edge
cooperative-based maritime area detection scheme, which solves
the existing communication limitation problem from two aspects,
including the deployment of edge computing nodes on the ship side
of the gateway. In addition, to shorten the communication distance
and reduce the latency, the new scheme also replaces the high-orbit
satellites with low-orbit satellites. The main contribution of
this paper:

1) First, a detailed description of the cloud-side collaboration-
based maritime area detection scheme is presented, including
two aspects to solve the problem of increased latency due to
limited communication. The latency of each process is
calculated from data acquisition to decision support based
on data processing results.

2) Secondly, the performance of the proposed scheme is verified,
and the latency is selected as the verification metric and the
latency of each part of the service processing is calculated. The
effectiveness of the improved scheme is verified by comparing
the latency of the original scheme and the improved scheme.

The whole paper is organized as follows. The related work is
summarized in Section 2. The systemmodel is given in Section 3 and
the experiment is given in Section 4. The conclusions are presented
in section 5.

2 Related work

The maritime area detection task requires fast and efficient
uploading of the data collected by the UAVs pooled on the ship
side of the gateway to the shore-based cloud for data processing and
target identification, to ensure that the whole process of maritime
UAV detection can quickly and efficiently complete the detection
task, to provide timely decision-making support for the command
center, and to assist the commander in quickly carrying out the
subsequent task arrangements. Therefore, the requirements for
communication and computing capability are very high.

Aiming at the communication-computing resource
collaboration problem, Ref. [8] proposed a computation
offloading framework to offload computation or data to nearby
devices. To reduce energy and time consumption, a multi-objective
computation offloading method for cloud-edge on-dispersion in the
Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is proposed to shorten the processing time
of computation tasks by offloading them to edge computing devices
[9]. An efficient computation offloading and resource allocation
scheme in edge computing networks for the Internet of Vehicles is
proposed to achieve low complexity and significantly improve
system performance [10]. A collaborative computation offloading
scheme is proposed to shorten the total service time for the problem
of limited computation capability of underwater sensor nodes [11].
The authors in the paper [12] proposed a heterogeneous edge–cloud
computing framework, in which a novel collaborative offloading
scheme was designed to minimize the task execution latency. In Ref.
[13], the authors formulated an optimization problem for
edge–cloud computing networks, where the service placement
and the power control of the base station were jointly
considered, to enhance the resource efficiency.

For the cloud-network convergence scenario, considering that
the general cloud center is far away from the end side and there is a
latency problem. Therefore, it is necessary to offload the data and
computational tasks of maritime area detection to the edge side for
processing collaboratively to form a cloud-side collaboration model
to reduce the latency. A cloud-edge collaboration approach is
proposed to perform maintenance of critical vehicle components,
which improves maintenance efficiency and safety [14]. A cloud-
edge collaboration approach is proposed to improve the availability
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and effectiveness of safety supervision and inspection of power
operations [15]. In MEC-enabled networks, Ref. [16] presented a
two-level bargaining-based incentive mechanism for collaborative
computing, aiming to maximize the offloading utilities of both edge
cloud and central cloud. The authors in the paper [17] investigated a
dynamic offloading scheme for an edge-cloud collaboration system
and formulated an optimization problem to minimize the average
cost under a series of constraints. In the paper [18], a collaborative
cloud-edge computation offloading method was designed by
considering both computing and transmission energy consumption.

3 System model

Aiming at the communication limitation problem faced by the
current maritime area detection, this paper proposes a maritime area
detection scheme based on cloud-side collaboration. The scheme
solves the problem of increased latency caused by communication
limitations from the following two aspects. First, the edge computing
nodes need to be deployed on the gateway ship side, so that when the
gateway ship collects the data collected by the UAV, it can process
some of the data, and therefore reduce the amount of data
transmission from the gateway ship to the cloud center as a way
to alleviate the communication limitation problem. Secondly, the
introduction of low-orbit satellites in this program, low-orbit
satellites are close to the ground, which can greatly reduce the
data propagation delay, and low-orbit satellites have small path loss
and high data transmission rate, which can further alleviate the
problem of communication limitation. The core idea of the program
is to use arithmetic resources to make up for the problem of limited
bandwidth resources. It should be noted that the data processing
capacity of the gateway ship side is also limited, so this scheme also
faces the same problem of limited arithmetic power. If the gateway
ship processes the data completely locally, it may cause the local
processing delay of the gateway ship side to increase due to the
limited processing capacity of the gateway ship side, which

ultimately affects the processing delay of the whole task. If the
gateway ship offloads the data completely to the cloud, it may cause a
delay increase problem due to the limitation of network bandwidth,
so it is necessary to offload part of the data measured by the gateway
ship to the cloud for processing, which also indicates that the
arithmetic power collaboration between the cloud center and the
gateway ship is necessary.

The scenario of the program is shown in Figure 1. In it, the UAV
can be used as a terminal, whose task is to collect relevant
monitoring data by utilizing various types of sensor devices it
carries. The gateway ship side can be viewed as an edge cloud by
deploying edge servers, and therefore can provide part of the data
processing and storage capabilities. The LEO satellite is mainly used
as a relay for data transmission to realize the data communication
between the shore-based cloud and the gateway ship at sea. The
cloud center is located at the shore, which can provide powerful data
processing and storage capabilities. Therefore, the cloud-side
collaboration in this scenario refers to the collaborative data
processing between the gateway ship and the shore-based
cloud center.

The following is the business processing flow of the maritime
area detection scheme based on cloud-side collaboration, which
mainly consists of six parts: 1) the gateway ship collects the data
collected by each UAV through UHF communication; 2) the
gateway ship calculates the optimal offloading scheme and
divides the total collected data into two parts, and one part of
the data completes the data processing on the local gateway ship
side; 3) the gateway ship forwards the remaining data to the remote
cloud center through the low orbit satellite network; 4) the ground
cloud center processes the data sent by the gateway ship; 5) the
gateway ship completes the data processing and sends the results to
the ground cloud center through the low-orbit satellite network; 6)
the cloud center synthesizes the results of the processing of the
various parts and gives the final decision.

First, the gateway ship needs to collect data from the UAVs, and
the amount of data collected by each UAV Duav is constant. Let

FIGURE 1
Cloud-side collaboration-based maritime area detection scheme.
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TABLE 1 Parameters of simulation.

Parameters Value

The data transmission rate from the UAV to the gateway ship 100 Mbps [23]

The required CPU cycles during the computing process 500 cycle/bit [24]

The computation capacity of the gateway ship 10 GHZ [25]

The computation capacity of the cloud center 100 GHZ [26]

The uplink transmission rate from the gateway ship to the satellite 80 Mbps [27]

The downlink transmission rate from the gateway ship to the cloud center 100 Mbps [28]

The number of UAVs [1, 16]

FIGURE 2
Relationship between coverage and delay.

FIGURE 3
Comparison of different programs.
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Ruav
wireless be the transmission rate between the UAV and gateway

ship. Therefore, the transmission delay for the UAV to upload the
data to the gateway ship is:

Tuav � Duav

Ruav
wireless

(1)

Ultra-short wave communication is used between the UAV and
the gateway ship, and its data propagation delay is negligible due to
the relative proximity of the UAV and the gateway ship.

The gateway ship collects data frommultiple UAVs, and N is the
total number of UAVs, at which point the total amount of data
pooled by the gateway ship is Dtotal � N × Duav . In the cloud-edge
collaboration scheme, to improve the efficiency of processing data,
both the gateway ship and the cloud center need to process a certain
percentage of data, and the amount of data processed by the cloud
center is recorded asDcloud , and the amount of data processed by the
edge of the gateway ship is Dedge. This offloading scheme is
meaningful only if the cloud center and the gateway ship
complete the data processing at the same moment as far as
possible, and for this reason, it is proposed that the delay of

processing data at the edge of the gateway ship is equal to the
total delay of offloading part of the data to the cloud for processing
to have a higher efficiency. Namely:

Dedge × η

Fedge
� Dcloud

Rsatellite
uplink

+ Dcloud

Rsatellite
downlink

+ Tsatellite
progation +

Dcloud × η

Fcloud
(2)

Where η is the number of cycles required for 1bit during data
processing, and Fedge is the computing power of the gateway ship,
and Fcloud is the computing power of the cloud center, and Rsatellite

uplink is
the uplink data transfer rate from the gateway ship to the satellite,
and Rsatellite

downlink is the downlink data transfer rate from the satellite to
the center cloud. Tsatellite

propagation is the propagation delay of the data
from the gateway ship to the gateway station using the LEO satellite.

Since LEO satellites are located at a distance of about DLEO The
propagation speed of the communication from the satellite is, then
the propagation delay between the gateway ship and the gateway
station Tsatellite

propagation is:

Tsatellite
propagation �

2 × DLEO

V
(3)

Simplify Equation 2 and define the unloading factor as Cedge,
Cedge is the ratio of the amount of data processed at the edge of the
gateway ship to the amount of data processed at the cloud center,
and Cedge reflects the allocation of computational tasks between the
gateway ship and the cloud center during data processing:

Cedge � Dedge

Dcloud
� 1

Rsatellite
uplink

+ 1

Rsatellite
downlink

+ η

Fcloud × 103
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ ×

Fedge × 103

η

(4)
Where 103 is the unit matching factor. After the above

derivation, the amount of data to be processed at the gateway
ship is:

Dedge � Cedge

1 + Cedge
× Dtotal (5)

Therefore, the data processing delay on the ship side of the
gateway is:

Tcomputing
edge � Dedge × η

Fedge
(6)

The gateway ship needs to send the data of size Dtotal −Dedge to
the cloud for processing. Considering the low-latency performance
advantage of the low-orbit satellite network, the program adopts the
low-orbit satellite as a relay for data transmission, and the low-orbit
satellite adopts the data transmission method of Ka-band with a
transmission rate of Rsatellite

uplink The data transmission delay between
the gateway ship and the satellite is thus derived.

Tsatellite
uplink � Dtotal −Dedge

Rsatellite
uplink

(7)

The satellite needs to send the data to the cloud center via
downlink with a transmission rate of Rsatellite

downlink The data transmission
delay is:

Tsatellite
downlink �

Dtotal −Dedge

Rsatellite
downlink

(8)

FIGURE 4
The impact of cloud computing capability on data processing.

FIGURE 5
The impact of cloud computing capability on the system latency.
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There is still a propagation delay in the above process, which has
a value of approximately Tsatellite

propagation . Based on the above analysis,
the total delay of sending data from the gateway ship to the cloud can
be derived and its value is:

Toffloading
edge � Tsatellite

uplink + Tsatellite
downlink + Tsatellite

propagation (9)

The center cloud receives the data and starts processing the data
with its data processing latency:

Tcomputing
cloud � Dtotal −Dedge( ) × η

Fcloud
(10)

Note that after the gateway ship has processed some of the data,
it needs to transmit the result to the cloud center, whose latency can
be ignored because the amount of data to process the result is very
small. Considering that the gateway ship and the center cloud can
process the user’s data in parallel, the total delay of their task
processing is:

Ttotal � Tuav + max Tcomputing
edge , Toffloading

edge + Tcomputing
cloud( ) (11)

4 Experimental verification

In this section, the validity of the proposed scheme is verified.
Firstly, the simulation parameters are set and then each validation
process is described. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm is verified by comparing the experimental results.

4.1 Analog setup

In this section, we will give some common simulation parameter
settings. Specifically, the radius of the detection range of the UAV is
about 14 km [19], take the radius of the detection range of 28 km as

an example, 4 UAVs are needed to perform the detection task, the
data volume collected by the UAV is about 16 Mbit [20]. The
distance from the ground to the low-orbit satellite is about 1,150 km
[21], and the propagation speed of the satellite communication is 3 ×
108 m/s [22]. The more detail of simulation parameters is given
in Table 1.

4.2 Verification process

Based on the above description of the scheme, the performance
of the proposed scheme needs to be validated, and here the delay is
selected as the validation index, so it is necessary to calculate the
delay of each part of the business processing. The validation process
of the maritime area detection scheme based on cloud-edge
collaboration is given below, which mainly includes the
following steps:

Calculating the data collection latency: the communication
between the UAV and the gateway ship is based on ultra-shortwave
communication, and the communication rate is known. Each UAV
has a fixed detection range, the video collected by the UAV is
determined based on a combination of the collected image
resolution (pixels), color depth (bits), and frame rate, and the
amount of data collected by the UAV is also known. Based on
the above information, the transmission delay for the UAV to
upload the data to the gateway ship can be calculated. The delay
is the ratio of the data volume to the transmission rate.

Calculating the optimal offloading ratio: In the cloud-edge
collaboration scheme, in order to improve the efficiency of
processing data, both the gateway ship and the cloud center need
to process a certain proportion of the data, and this offloading ratio
is optimal only if the cloud center and the gateway ship complete the
data processing at the same moment as far as possible, for this
reason, it is necessary to adjust the offloading ratio so that the latency
of the data processing at the edge of the gateway ship is equal to the

FIGURE 6
Performance comparison of schemes with different unloading ratios.
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total latency of offloading part of the data to the cloud for processing.
To have a higher efficiency.

Calculation of data offloading delay: Gateway ships need to
upload part of the data via LEO satellites to the shore-based cloud for
processing. It should be noted that the gateway ship needs to take
into account the delay of each part of the satellite in data offloading,
including the uplink delay, downlink delay and propagation delay.
Among them, the uplink delay is the delay between the gateway ship
and the LEO satellite, which can be expressed as the ratio of the
unloaded data volume to the uplink transmission delay; the
downlink delay is the delay between the LEO satellite and the
cloud center, which can be expressed as the ratio of the unloaded
data size to the downlink transmission rate; the propagation delay is
related to the distance between the LEO satellite and the gateway
ship, and the delay can be expressed as the ratio of the distance to the
speed of light. In summary, the offloading delay of the data can be
derived, which is the sum of the above three parts of the delay.

Calculating the data processing delay: both the gateway ship
and the cloud center need to process some of the data. In data
processing, images need to be recognized, analyzed, etc. For this task
type, it is necessary to determine the arithmetic resources required
for each unit of the data volume of the task, therefore, after the size of
each part of the processed data is known, its data processing delay
can be expressed as the ratio of the total computational resource
demand of the task to the capacity of the computational node.
Where the total computational resource requirement is the product
of the total data volume of the task and the arithmetic resources
required per unit of data volume.

Calculate the total processing delay of the task: note that after
the gateway ship has processed some of the data, it needs to transmit
the result to the cloud center, and its delay can be ignored because
the amount of data to process the result is very small. Considering
that the gateway ship and the center cloud can process the user’s data
in parallel, the total delay of its task processing should be larger of
the total data processing delay of the gateway ship side and the total
data processing delay of the cloud center. Among them, the total
data processing delay on the gateway ship side is mainly the delay of
the gateway ship utilizing local arithmetic power for data processing.
The total data processing delay of the cloud center includes the data
offloading delay and the data processing delay of the cloud center.

4.3 Verification results

The UAV performs the maritime area detection mission by first
using the sensors and equipment carried by the UAV itself to
effectively and comprehensively detect the target area, then
pooling the collected data through the gateway ship and
uploading the data to the shore-based command post for data
processing through satellite communications to obtain
information about maritime activities for to provide decision
support to the command center. To verify the effectiveness of the
regional detection program based on cloud-side collaboration, the
following objectives need to be verified.

1) Coverage range and latency: as the detection range increases,
the processing latency of the data increases, the main reason
for this is that a larger detection range needs to be

accomplished by more than one UAV, and with the
increase in the number of UAVs, the gateway ship-side
collection of data from the UAVs increases and is sent to
the shore-based cloud, and this process increases the
processing latency of the data. To validate the above
process, it is necessary to increase the coverage range and
then calculate the total latency of the business processing,
observe the relationship between the coverage range of the
detection area and the latency, and expect to achieve the
following results, as shown in Figure 2.

2) Performance comparison of different schemes: to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed area detection scheme based on
cloud-side collaboration, it is necessary to analyze the data
processing latency under different schemes. For this purpose,
different target area coverage radii need to be adjusted to
calculate the total delay of business processing, and the
following results are expected to be achieved, as shown in
Figure 3. The original scheme refers to the gateway ship
pooling the data collected by UAVs and then transmitting
them to the cloud center for data processing via high-orbit
satellites; the improved scheme refers to the scheme proposed
in this paper, i.e., deploying an edge computing node on the
side of the gateway ship, completing the data processing of a
portion of the data collected by the gateway ship at the local
gateway ship through the optimal offloading ratio, and the
remaining data being forwarded to the cloud center through
the low-orbit satellite network for data processing. Under the
same coverage, the proposed scheme greatly reduces the data
processing latency and meets the latency requirements for
monitoring different ranges, thus saving valuable time
for detection.

3) Cloud computing capability and data processing: we
investigate the relationship between the performance of
cloud servers and the amount of data processed by the
servers. We assume that the computing power of edge
nodes remains unchanged. With the improvement of cloud
computing capabilities, the total processed data volume of the
cloud will continue to increase, but the total processed data
volume of edge nodes will continue to decrease, as shown in
Figure 4. We can conclude that the computing power of nodes
affects the proportion of data processing. This is because as
cloud computing capabilities improve, the computing
performance advantage of edge nodes will gradually decrease.

4) Cloud Computing Capability and System Latency: As shown
in Figure 2, we analyze the impact of cloud computing capability
on system latency. We fix the data processing capability of edge
nodes. With the improvement of cloud computing capabilities,
the data processing latency of the system will continue to
decrease and tend toward balance, as shown in Figure 5. The
main reason is that the latency of data processing is inversely
proportional to the data processing capability, but the latency of
data processing is also affected by network transmission
performance. When the computing performance reaches a
certain level, network transmission capacity will become the
main factor affecting the total latency.

5) Optimal task offloading ratio: when designing the cloud-
side collaboration scheme, the task processing ratio between
the cloud center and the gateway ship is extremely critical, to
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verify this conclusion, the detection range can be set to
28 km, the offloading ratio can be adjusted, and the
service processing delay under different offloading ratios
can be calculated and expected to reach the following
results, as shown in Figure 6. From the figure, it can be
seen that the proposed scheme can achieve optimal
performance when the offloading ratio is about 0.5. If the
tasks are all processed on the gateway ship or completely
offloaded to the cloud for processing, the monitoring delay
requirement may not be guaranteed, which also shows the
necessity of cloud-side collaboration.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a cloud-edge collaboration-based
maritime area detection scheme that addresses the current problem
of increased latency due to limited communication from two aspects.
One of the aspects is to deploy the edge computing nodes on the ship
side of the gateway. On the other hand, low-orbit satellites can also be
used instead of high-orbit satellites to shorten the communication
distance. In this paper, the effectiveness of the maritime area detection
scheme based on cloud-edge collaboration is also experimentally
verified by using the time delay as a calculation index.
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